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(1) Motivation 

(8) Conclusion 

(4) Modeling 

(3) Training Data 

Annotation

Model Input instance Emotion Appraisal

EXP
hexpiWRITERh/expi I
felt bad . . . for him

{guilt} (5, 1, 1, . . .)

WRITER I felt bad . . . for
hexpihimh/expi

{sadness} (1, 3, 1, . . .)

TEXT WRITER I felt bad . . .
for him

{guilt,
sadness}

(3, 2, 1, . . .)

.

(7) Examples 

• Emotion classification methods assign emotions to text. 
• Typically, either the perspective of the writer or the 

perspective of the reader is considered. 
• Emotion role labeling considers different perspectives but 

focuses on cause extraction (“who feels what and why”) 
• No entity-specific appraisal analysis exists. 

• Troiano, Wegge, Oberländer & Klinger 
(LREC, 2022): x-enVENT corpus 

• Short event reports, annotated for entity 
and writer-specific emotions and 
22 appraisal dimensions. 

• Text-level emotion annotation is a 
simplification for entity-specific modeling. 

• Emotion information: emotions are 
inadvertently assigned to all entities. 

(2) Contribution 

I shouted at a colleague

writer
exp.

exp.

event
guilt

event
sadness

self-responsible, self-control

other-responsibility, other-control

Research Question: 
Does entity-specific modeling 
outperform text-level 
approaches in the emotion 
classification task?

I was let down when didn’t come to my birthday party.
experiencer

[WRITER]my friends
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Emotion: guilt, no emotion Emotion: sadness

experiencer

• Train two models: 
• TEXT-only  

- disjunction of all emotion labels 
- average of appraisal values 

• EXPeriencer-specific 
- each entity in a text constitutes 

one separate training instance 
• Evaluate both models specifically on 

entity-level

(5) Emotion Results 

Annotation

Model Input instance Emotion Appraisal

EXP
hexpiWRITERh/expi I
felt bad . . . for him

{guilt} (5, 1, 1, . . .)

WRITER I felt bad . . . for
hexpihimh/expi

{sadness} (1, 3, 1, . . .)

TEXT WRITER I felt bad . . .
for him

{guilt,
sadness}

(3, 2, 1, . . .)

Table 2: Example representation at training time for
the EXP model and the TEXT baseline for the instance
“WRITER I felt bad for not being there for him”.

3 Methods and Experimental Setting

Model. We model the task of experiencer-
specific emotion analysis as a classification of
instances which consist of experiencers e in the
context of a text te = (t1, . . . , tn). There can
be multiple experiencers in one text, therefore
te = te0 is possible. Each experiencer con-
sists of a corresponding token sequence (ti, . . . , tj)
(1  i, j, |te|), a set of emotion labels Ee 2
{anger, fear, joy, . . .}, and a 22-dimensional ap-
praisal vector ae 2 [1; 5]22.

To predict ae and Ee for each experiencer e with
the help of te, we use as input a positional indicator-
encoding of the experiencers in context (inspired
by Zhou et al., 2016). The writer is encoded with
an additional special token to = WRITER. We refer
to this experiencer-specific model as EXP.

Baseline. We compare this model to a baseline
in which we simplify the experiencer-specific clas-
sification as text-level classification. During train-
ing, we assign the text t the union of all emo-
tion labels of all contained experiencers, namely
Et =

S
e,te=tEe. Analogously, the aggregation of

the appraisal vectors is the centroid of all experi-
encers in one text: at =

1
|{e|te=t}|

P
e,te=t ae. We

refer to this baseline model as TEXT(-based predic-
tion). Table 2 examplifies the input representations.

Data Preparation. We use the x-enVENT data
set (Troiano et al., 2022) for our experiments. It
consists of 720 event descriptions, mainly from
the enISEAR corpus (Troiano et al., 2019), which
we split into 612 instances for training and 108
instances for testing (stratified). Each text has been
annotated by four annotators and adjudicated to
span-based experiencer annotations with a multi-
label emotion classification and an appraisal vector.
We merge infrequent emotion classes from the orig-
inal corpus. Table 1 shows the label distribution.

TEXT EXP

Emotion Class P R F1 P R F1 �F1

anger 40 82 54 60 80 68 +14
disgust 50 93 65 60 80 69 +4
fear 44 86 58 53 71 61 +3
joy 55 70 62 61 77 68 +6
no emotion 29 80 42 51 80 62 +20
other 11 10 10 14 10 12 +2
sadness 47 90 62 62 93 74 +12
shame 34 89 49 48 85 61 +12

Macro avg. 39 75 51 51 72 60 +9
Micro avg. 40 79 53 55 78 64 +11

Table 3: Emotion classification results of the TEXT-
based baseline which is not informed about experiencer-
specific emotions with our emotion experiencer-specific
model EXP.

Implementation. We fine-tune Distil-RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) based on the Hugging Face imple-
mentation (Wolf et al., 2020). For both the emotion
classification and the appraisal regression tasks, we
follow a multi-task learning scheme. All emotion
categories are predicted jointly by one model with a
multi-output classification head, analogously with
a regression head for the appraisal vector. The
appendix contains implementation details.2

Evaluation. We evaluate performance by calcu-
lating experiencer-specific F1 scores for emotion
classification and Spearman’s ⇢ for appraisal regres-
sion. In the TEXT baseline, we project the decision
for the text to each experiencer that it contains.

4 Results

Quantitative Evaluation. Tables 3 and 4 show
the results. For emotion classification, we report
precision, recall, and F1 measures for the baseline
TEXT and the experiencer-specific predictions by
EXP in Table 3. EXP substantially outperforms
TEXT in terms of F1 score. This trend holds across
all emotion categories, as a result of an increased
precision, which is intuitively reasonable, because
the EXP model learns to distribute the emotions that
are contained in a text to individual experiencers,
while the TEXT baseline distributes all emotions
to all experiencers equally, leading to an increased
recall. The most substantial improvements are ob-
served for anger (+14), sadness (+12) and shame

(+12) as well as for no emotion (+20). These re-
sults are in line with the corpus analysis by Troiano

2Our implementation is available at https:
//www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/
appraisalemotion.

(6) Appraisal Results 

ID Text

1 I felt . . . working in the street seeing faeces of dogs. The owners should take care of them but are being so lazy and
neglected, that is terrible.

2 I felt . . . when I remember being part of a group of children at school who verbally bullied another child.
3 I felt . . . when I lost my sister’s necklace that I had borrowed.
4 I felt . . . when my ex husband was hateful towards our children.
5 I felt . . . when my son was born.

(a) Example Texts

Gold TEXT EXP

ID Experiencer Text Emotion Appraisal Emotion Appraisal Emotion Appraisal

1 Writer a d a d no sa a d sa
The owners no a d no sa no

2 Writer sh a no sa sh sh
a group of children j sh a no sa sh a j no sh
another child sa a no sa sh a f sa

3 Writer sa sh sa sh sa sh
my sister sa no sa sh sa no

4 Writer a sa a f j no sa sh a sa
my ex husband a sh a f j no sa sh a j sh
our children sa a f j no sa sh a f sa

5 Writer j j o no j
my son no j o no j no

(b) Annotations

Table 5: Examples of EXP and TEXT predictions. a: anger, d: disgust, no: no emotion, o:other, sa: sadness, sh:
shame, f: fear, j: joy. The boxes show the appraisal self responsibility, other responsibility, self control, other

control, with values between and .

group of children” receives the same values for the
four appraisals. Examples 1/5 are cases in which
the appraisal prediction does not work as expected.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented the first approach of experiencer-
specific emotion classification and appraisal regres-
sion. Our evaluation on event descriptions shows
the need for such methods, and that a text-instance
level annotation is a simplification.

This work provides the foundation for future
research focused on texts in which multiple emo-
tion labels co-occur, including reader/writer com-
binations or turn-taking dialogues. We propose
to integrate experiencer-specific emotion model-
ing within such settings, for instance in novels, or
news articles. It can also enrich the work of emo-
tion recognition in dialogues (Poria et al., 2019):
Chains of emotions have been modeled, but not
considering mentioned entities.

Our work focused on a corpus that has been an-
notated specifically for writers’ and entities’ emo-
tions. There exist, however, also other corpora with

experiencer-specific emotion annotations, namely
emotion role labeling resources (Kim and Klinger,
2018; Bostan et al., 2020; Campagnano et al.,
2022; Mohammad et al., 2014). In addition to
other information, they also provide experiencer-
specific emotion labels, though not in such an event-
focused context. Still, modeling them following
our method needs to be compared to more tradi-
tional approaches that aim at recovering the full
role labeling graph.

Our approach to encoding the experiencer po-
sition in the classifier has been a straightforward
choice. Other model architectures (including posi-
tional embeddings, Wang and Chen, 2020) might
perform better. Another interesting methodologi-
cal avenue is to model the predictions of multiple
experiencers jointly to exploit their relations.

Finally, an open question is how to incorporate
information from existing resources that are not
labeled with experiencer-specific information. For
instance, Troiano et al. (2023) provide appraisal
and emotion annotations for many more instances
that might be beneficial in a transfer-learning setup.

TEXT EXP

Appraisal Dimension ⇢ ⇢ �⇢

Suddenness 0.32 0.54 +0.22
Familiarity 0.17 0.37 +0.20
Pleasantness 0.34 0.60 +0.26
Understand 0.24 0.30 +0.06
Goal relevance 0.15 0.33 +0.18
Self responsibility 0.31 0.68 +0.37
Other responsibility 0.33 0.68 +0.35
Situational respons. 0.59 0.68 +0.09
Effort 0.33 0.54 +0.21
Exert 0.97 0.25 �0.72
Attend 0.27 0.41 +0.14
Consider 0.55 0.62 +0.07
Outcome probability 0.14 0.38 +0.24
Expect. discrepancy 0.43 0.54 +0.11
Goal conduciveness 0.47 0.65 +0.18
Urgency 0.20 0.25 +0.05
Self control 0.36 0.64 +0.28
Other control 0.41 0.69 +0.28
Situational control 0.63 0.67 +0.04
Adjustment check 0.39 0.56 +0.17
Internal check 0.47 0.58 +0.11
External check 0.66 0.54 �0.12

Avg. 0.44 0.54 +0.09

Table 4: Appraisal regression results of the TEXT-
based baseline and the experiencer-specific model
EXP. The average has been calculated via FisherZ-
Transformation.

et al. (2022). They found that some emotions are
often shared between different experiencers within
one text, but others occur in common pairs, namely
guilt–anger, no emotion–sadness, guilt–sadness

and shame–anger. Noteworthy is the category no

emotion, which commonly occurs with all other
emotions (Troiano et al., 2022, Figure 4). The per-
formance increase for joy, fear and disgust is less
distinct: these emotions are likely shared by all
event experiencers.

For the appraisal predictions, we report Spear-
man’s ⇢ in Table 4. We observe an improved per-
formance prediction across nearly all dimensions.
Appraisals that distinguish between who caused the
event and who had the power to influence it (self

vs. other) show the most substantial improvement,
namely self responsibility (+0.37) and self control

(+0.28), as well as other responsibility (+0.35) and
other control (+0.28). This is reasonable – the self

and other are often mutually exclusive. This inter-
action of appraisals cannot be exploited by purely
text-level prediction models. However, if an event
is caused by external factors, like situational re-

sponsibility (+.09) and situational control (+.04),
all experiencers are equally affected by it. The de-
crease in performance for external check (�0.12)

might be explained by the fact that this dimension
is often shared between experiencers, rendering the
TEXT model sufficiently efficient.

Analysis. We show some examples in Table 5
that highlight the usefulness of EXP over TEXT.
Next to the emotion classification annotations and
predictions from both models, we show the ap-
praisals of self responsibility/other responsibility

and self control/other control. In each example,
the writer is one emotion experiencer. All other
experiencers are underlined.

We observe that the TEXT model has a tendency
to predict the union of the emotions for all expe-
riencers, but sometimes predicts more additional
categories. This is a consequence of the tendency
towards high recall predictions of this model. In Ex-
ample 1, both EXP and TEXT correctly assign the
emotions anger, disgust and no emotion, but only
EXP distributes them correctly between “Writer”
and “The owners” (sadness is wrongly detected by
both models). In Example 2, joy is not predicted
by TEXT, but correctly assigned to “a group of
children” by EXP. EXP further distributes shame

and sadness to the correct entities (with a mistake
assigning anger and no emotion to “a group of chil-
dren” as well as anger and fear to “another child”).
In Example 3, EXP correctly assigns sadness and
shame to “Writer” and sadness and no emotion

to “my sister”, while TEXT fails to detect no emo-

tion. In Example 4, EXP’s prediction of anger and
fear (for “our children”) could be accepted to be
correct despite it not being in line with the gold
annotation. EXP further predicts the correct emo-
tions for “Writer” (but makes a mistake assigning
joy to “my ex husband”). In Example 5, the emo-
tions of “Writer” are correctly assigned; “my son”
is wrongly assigned joy in addition to no emotion

(TEXT mistakenly predicts other as well). How-
ever, the correctness of this annotation is debatable.

Maximal values for the gold appraisal values for
self/other control and self/other responsibility are,
in nearly all cases, mutually exclusive across expe-
riencers. The TEXT model is not informed about
that and distributes the values across all entities.
The EXP model does indeed recover the individual
values for the appraisals, but to varying degrees. In
Examples 2, 3, and 4, nearly all experiencers re-
ceive appraisal values close to the gold annotations.
Example 2 appears to be challenging: the writer has
a high gold annotation value for self responsibility

which is not automatically detected. Further, “a

TEXT EXP

Appraisal Dimension ⇢ ⇢ �⇢

Suddenness 0.32 0.54 +0.22
Familiarity 0.17 0.37 +0.20
Pleasantness 0.34 0.60 +0.26
Understand 0.24 0.30 +0.06
Goal relevance 0.15 0.33 +0.18
Self responsibility 0.31 0.68 +0.37
Other responsibility 0.33 0.68 +0.35
Situational respons. 0.59 0.68 +0.09
Effort 0.33 0.54 +0.21
Exert 0.97 0.25 �0.72
Attend 0.27 0.41 +0.14
Consider 0.55 0.62 +0.07
Outcome probability 0.14 0.38 +0.24
Expect. discrepancy 0.43 0.54 +0.11
Goal conduciveness 0.47 0.65 +0.18
Urgency 0.20 0.25 +0.05
Self control 0.36 0.64 +0.28
Other control 0.41 0.69 +0.28
Situational control 0.63 0.67 +0.04
Adjustment check 0.39 0.56 +0.17
Internal check 0.47 0.58 +0.11
External check 0.66 0.54 �0.12

Avg. 0.44 0.54 +0.09

Table 4: Appraisal regression results of the TEXT-
based baseline and the experiencer-specific model
EXP. The average has been calculated via FisherZ-
Transformation.

et al. (2022). They found that some emotions are
often shared between different experiencers within
one text, but others occur in common pairs, namely
guilt–anger, no emotion–sadness, guilt–sadness

and shame–anger. Noteworthy is the category no
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distinct: these emotions are likely shared by all
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all experiencers are equally affected by it. The de-
crease in performance for external check (�0.12)

might be explained by the fact that this dimension
is often shared between experiencers, rendering the
TEXT model sufficiently efficient.

Analysis. We show some examples in Table 5
that highlight the usefulness of EXP over TEXT.
Next to the emotion classification annotations and
predictions from both models, we show the ap-
praisals of self responsibility/other responsibility

and self control/other control. In each example,
the writer is one emotion experiencer. All other
experiencers are underlined.

We observe that the TEXT model has a tendency
to predict the union of the emotions for all expe-
riencers, but sometimes predicts more additional
categories. This is a consequence of the tendency
towards high recall predictions of this model. In Ex-
ample 1, both EXP and TEXT correctly assign the
emotions anger, disgust and no emotion, but only
EXP distributes them correctly between “Writer”
and “The owners” (sadness is wrongly detected by
both models). In Example 2, joy is not predicted
by TEXT, but correctly assigned to “a group of
children” by EXP. EXP further distributes shame

and sadness to the correct entities (with a mistake
assigning anger and no emotion to “a group of chil-
dren” as well as anger and fear to “another child”).
In Example 3, EXP correctly assigns sadness and
shame to “Writer” and sadness and no emotion

to “my sister”, while TEXT fails to detect no emo-

tion. In Example 4, EXP’s prediction of anger and
fear (for “our children”) could be accepted to be
correct despite it not being in line with the gold
annotation. EXP further predicts the correct emo-
tions for “Writer” (but makes a mistake assigning
joy to “my ex husband”). In Example 5, the emo-
tions of “Writer” are correctly assigned; “my son”
is wrongly assigned joy in addition to no emotion

(TEXT mistakenly predicts other as well). How-
ever, the correctness of this annotation is debatable.

Maximal values for the gold appraisal values for
self/other control and self/other responsibility are,
in nearly all cases, mutually exclusive across expe-
riencers. The TEXT model is not informed about
that and distributes the values across all entities.
The EXP model does indeed recover the individual
values for the appraisals, but to varying degrees. In
Examples 2, 3, and 4, nearly all experiencers re-
ceive appraisal values close to the gold annotations.
Example 2 appears to be challenging: the writer has
a high gold annotation value for self responsibility

which is not automatically detected. Further, “a
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